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I want to quickly thank you for taking the time 
to review this material. What follows is not a 
complete collection of my design work, but 

rather a brief introduction to the range of 
projects that I have been blessed to engage in. 

Truthfully, I could never claim this as solely my 
own. 

I enjoy an involved, collaborative process, and 
the work that I have laid out is a direct result of 

countless critique and encouragement from my 
peers.

Again, thank you.



ACADEMIC



urban masterplanning

fall 2013

collaborators
Brandon Orrick, Caroline Sneed,

 Clay Lezon, Jessica Neary

townsend vision plan



plan rendered by clay lezon

townsend vision plan

our studio was afforded the 
opportunity, through partnership 

with Plan East Tennessee, 
to work directly with the city 
of Townsend, Tennessee in 

developing a visioning plan for 
projective growth.

We engaged business owners, 
governement, visitors, and 

the local community to aid in 
envisioning what the city of 

townsend could become within 
the next 30-50 years.

a warm welcome
land conservation and 
stewardship
smart residential growth
intentional town center
agritourism 
opportunities
celebrated arts + crafts



agritourisminventory + analysis conservation

town center



the Townsend Commons
individual site design

fall 2013



Liriodendron colonnade

terraformed earthworks

Working within the parameters of 
site, historical context, and social 
engagement, this design sought 
to address the city of Townsend, 
Tennessee’s need for an open, public 
gathering space. Choosing the soft 
and embracing edges of the elipse, 
this site offers community members a 
flexible space for imaginative programs 
- concerts, parades, ice skating, civic 
rallies, festivals, markets, or any other 
public use that the city may need.

Working in collaboration with classmate 
Jessica Neary as she developed 
programming opportunities for the 
town center, this plaza does not serve 
as an isolated space, but rather as a 
component of a larger, civic experience 
to be coupled with activities latent to 
everyday life.

the Townsend Commons

recessed public plaza





PUBLICATION



greenway guidlines for the east tennessee region
recommendations for water, rail, and roadside trails

design guidelines publication

winter 2013

collaborators
Clay Lezon

advisors
Valerie Friedmann, Sean Martin, 

Tracy Moir-McClean



The Greenway Guidelines publication 
serves as a regional resource 

and tool to empower community 
members and leaders who have an 
interest in implementing greenway 

systems where they live. I was asked 
to contribute supplemental graphics 
and editing and was privileged to be 

a part of the process. greenways as a systemtrail userschapter icons
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